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absent, but as will be expounded later, it had a very special character 
and a very highl y sublimated ethic of sal vation. 

Prophets and priests are the twin bearers of the systematization and 
rationalization of religious ethics. But there is a third significant factor 
of importance in determining the evolution of religious ethics: the laity, 
whom prophets and priests seek to influence in an ethical direction. We 
must now devote a brief examination ro the interaction of these three 
factors. 

NOT ES 

I. The first part of this section belongs to Weber's first section,. if indeed 
the German paragt3ph division is that of the original man~ript. 1'he section is 
here combined with. the Gennan §2, which has only two pages, and with 
§3 (seven pages). 

z. Weber contrasts the conventional Gelman term for attending "services," 
~'Gottesaienst," with the tenn "Gotteszwang." 

l Cf. Weber, The Rtiigiol1 of Inaia, J37f. 
4. On the feng shUi, see Weber, The Religion of China, J99, 2J4, 2J7, 

276, z97. 

I. Prophet ver sus Priest and Magician 

III 

The Prophet 

What is a prophet, from the perspective of sociology? We shall 
forego here any consideration of the general question regarding the 
"bringer of salvation" (Heilbringer) as raised by Breysig.' Not every 
anthropomorphic god is a deified bringer of salvation, whether external 
or internal salvation. And certainly not every provider of salvation be
came a god or even' a savior, although such phenomena were wide
spread 

We shall understand "prophet" to mean a purely individual bearer 
of charisma, who by virtue of his mission proclaims a religious doctrine 
or divine commandment. No radical distinction will be drawn between 
a "renewer of religion" who preaches an older re..elation, actual or 
supposititious, and a "founder of religion" who claims to bring com-
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pletely new deliverances. The two types merge into one another. In 
any case, the formation of a n~ religious community need not be the 
result of docuinal preaching by prophets, since it may be produced by 
the activities of non-prophetic reformers. Nor shall we be concerned in 
this context with the Cjuestion whether the followers of a prophet are 
more attracted to his person, as in the cases of Zoroaster, Jesus, and 

,Muhammad, or to his doctrine, as in the cases of Buddha' ,aild the 
prophets of Israel. 

For our purposes here, the personal call is the decisive element 
distinguishing the prophet from the priest The latter lays claim tt> 
authority by virtue of his service in a sacred tradition, while the 
prophet's claim is based on personal revelation and chaIisma. It is no 
accident that- almost no prophets have emerged from the priestly ~. 
As a rule, the Indian teachers of salvation were not Brahmins, nor were 
the Israelite prophets priests. Zoroaster's case is exceptional in that there 
exists a possibility that he may have descended from the hieratic nobility. 
The priest, in clear contrast, dispenses salvation by virtue of his office. 
Even in cases in which personal chaIisma may be invohed, it is the 
hierarchical Ance that confers legitimate authority upon the priest as a 
member ci an organized enterprise of salvation, 

But the prophet, like the magician, ~xerts his power simply by virtue 
of his personal gifts. Unlike the magician, however, the pIophet claims 
definite revelations, and the core of his mission is doctrine or com
mandment, not magic. Outwardly, at least, the di!>tinction is fluid, {or 
the magician is freCjuentIy a knowledgeable expert in divination, and 
sometimes in this alone. At this stage, revelation functions continuously 
as oracle or dream interpretation. Without prior co~sultation with the 
magician, no innovations in social relations could be adopted in primitive 
times. To this day, in certain parts of Australia, it is" the dream revela
tions of magicians that are set before the councils' of clan heads for 
adoption, and it is a mark of secularization that this practice is receding. 

On the other hand, ,it was only under very unusual circumstances 
that a -prophet succeeded in establishing his authority wlthout charis
matic authentication, which in practice meant' magic, At least the 
bearers of new doctrine practically always needed such validation. It must 
not be forgotten for an instant that the entire basis of Jesus' own legiti
mation, as well as his claim that he and only he knew the Father and 
that the way to God led through Faith in him alone, was the magical 
charisma he felt within himself. It was doubtless this consciousness of 
power, more than anything else, that enabled him to traverse the road 
of the prophets. During the apostolic period of early Christianity and 
thereafter the figure of the wandering prophet was a constant phenome-
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non_ There was always required of such prophets a proof of their 
possession of particular gifts of the spirit, of speciaJ magical or ecstatic 
abilities_ 

Prophets very often practiced divina'tion as well as magical healing 
and counseling_ This was true, for example, of the prophets (nabi, 
nebiim)t so frequently mentioned in the Old Testament, especiully 
in the prophetic books and Chronicles. But what distinguishes the 
prophet, in the sense that we are employing the term, from the types 
just described is an economic factor, i.e., that his prophecy is Un~ 

remunerated. Thus, Amos indignantly rejected the appellation of nabi_ 
This criterion of gratuitous service also distinguishes the prophet from 
the priest. The typical prophet propagates ideas for their own sake and 
not for fees, at least not in any obvious or regulated form_ The provisions 
enjoining the non-remunerative character of prophetic propaganda have 
taken various forms. Thus developed the carefully cultivated postulate 
that the apostle, prophet, or teacher of ancient Christianity must not 
"trade on" his religious proclamations. Also, limitJtions were set upon 
the length of the time he could en joy the hospitality of his friends. 
The Christian prophet was enjoined to live by the labor of his own 
hands or, as among the Buddhists, only from alms which he had not 
specifically solicited. These injunctions were repeatedly emphasized in 
the Pauline epistles, and in another form in the Buddhist monastic 
regulations. The dictum "whosoever will not work, shall not eat" applied 
to missionaries; however, the prophesying free of charge is, of course, one 
of the chief reasons for the success of prophetic propaganda itself. 

The period of the older Israelitic prophecy at about the time of 
Elijah was an epoch of strong prophetic propaganda throughout the 
Near Eastand Greece. Perhaps prophecy in all its forms arose, especially 
in the Near East, in connection with the reconstitution of the great 
world empires in Asia, and the resumption and intensification of inter
national commerc" after a long interruption. At that time Greece was 
exposed to the invasion of the Thracian cuh of Dionysos, as well as 
to the m.ost diverse types of prophecies. In addition 'to the semiprophetic 
social reformers, certain pl,lrely reJigious movements now broke into the 
simple magical and cultic lore of the Homeric priests. Emotional cults, 
emotional 'prophecy based on "speaking with tongues," and highly 
valued intoxicating ecstasy interrupted the unfolding of theological ra
tionalism (Hesiod), the beginnings of cosmogonic and philosophic spe~
lation, of philosophical mystery doctrines and salv'ation reJigions_ The 
growth of these emotional cults paralleled both overseas colonization and, 
above all, the formation of cities and the transformation of the polis which 
resulted hom the development of a citizen army. 
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It is not necessary to detail here these developments of the eighth 
and seventh centuries, so brilliantly analyzed by Rohde.~ some of which 
reached into the sixth and even the fifth century. They were contempo' 
rary with Jewish, Persian, and Hindu prophetic movements, and prob
ably also with the achievements of Chinese ethics in the pre-Confucian 
period, although we have only scant knowledge of the latter. These 
Greek "prophets" differed widely among themselves in regard to the 
economic criterion of professionalism, and in regard to the possession 
of a "doctrine." The Greeks also made a distinction between professional 
teaching and unremunerated propagandizing of ideas, as we see from 
the example of Socrates. In Greece, furthermore, there existed a deat 
differentiation between the only real congregational type of religion, 
namely Orphism with its doctrine of salvation, and every other type of 
prophecy and technique of salvation, especially those of the mysteries . 

. The basis of this distinction was the presence in Orphism of a genuine 
doctrine of salvation. ~ 

2. Prophet and Lawgiver 

Our primary task is to differentiate the various types of prophets 
from the sundry purveyors of salvation, re~gious or otherwise. Even in 
historical times the transition from the prophet to the law-giver is fluid, 
if one understands the latter to mean a personage who in a concrete case 
has been assigned the responsibility of codifying a law systematically or 
of reconstituting it, as was the case notably with the Greek aisymnetai 

. (e.g., Solon, Charondas, etc.)' In no case did such a lawgiver or his 
labor fail to receive divine approval, if only subsequently. 

A lawgiver is quite different from the Italian podesta, who is sum
moned from outside the group, not for the purpose of creating a new 
social order, but to provide a detached, impartial arbitrator, especially 
when families of the same social rank feud with one another. On the 
other hand, lawgivers were generally, though not always, called to their 
office when social tensions were in evidence. This was apt to occur with 
special frequency in the one situation which commonly provided the 
earliest stimulus to a reform policy: the economic differentiation of the 
warrior class as a result of growing monetary wealth of one part and the 
debt enslavement of another; an additional factor was the dissatisfaction 
arising from the unrealized political aspirations of a rising commercial 
class which, having acquired wealth through economic activi!y, was 
now challenging the old warrior nobility. It was the function of the 
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aisymneres -to resolve the conflicts between status groups and to produce 
a new sacred law of eternal validity, for which he had to secure divine 
approbation. 

It is very likely that Moses was a historical figure, in which case he 
would be classified functionally as an aisymnetes. For the prescriptions 
of the oldest sacred legislation of the Hebrews presuppose a money 
economy and hence sharp conflicts of interests, whether impending or 
already existing, within the confederacy. It was Moses' great achieve
ment to find a compromise solution of, or prophylactic for, these conflicts 
(e.g., the seisachtheia of the Year of Release)' and to o~ganize the Israelite 
confederacy with an integral national god. In essence, his work stands 
midway between the functioning of an ancient aisymnetes and that of 
Muhammad. The reception of the law formulated by Moses stimulated 
a period of expansion of the newly unified people in much the same 
way that the compromise among status groups stimu1ated expansion in 
so many other cases, particularly in Athens and Rome. The scriptural 
dictum that "after Moses there arose not in Israel any prophet like'unto 
him" means that the Jews never had another aisymnetes. 

Not only were none of the prophets aisymneuai in this sense, but in 
general what ncnnally passes for prophecy does not belong to this cate
gory. To be sure, even the later prophets of Israel were concerned with 
social reform. They hurled their "woe be unto you" against those who 
oppressed and enslaved the p<?Or, those who joined field to field, and 
those who de8ected justice by bribes. These were the typical actions 
leading to class stratification everywhere in the ancient world, and were 
everywhere intensified by the development of the city-state (polis). 
Jerusalem too had been organized into a city-state by the time of these 
later prophets. A distinctive concern with social refolm is characteristic 
of Israelite prophets. This concern is all the more notable because such 
a trait is lacking in Hindu prophecy of the same period, although the 
conditions in India at the time of the Buddha have been described as 
relatively similar to those in Greece during the sixth century. 

An explanation for Hebrew prophecy's concern for social reform is 
to be sought in religious grounds, which we shall set forth subsequently. 
But it must not be forgotten that in the motivation of the Israelite 
prophets theSe social reforms were only means to an end. Their primary 
concern was with foreign politiCS, chiefly because it constituted the 
theater of their god's activity. The Israelite prophets wele concerned 
with social and other types of injustice as a violation of the Mosaic code 
primarily in order to explain god's wrath, and not in order to insti'tute a 
program of social reform. It is noteworthy that the sole theoretician of 
social reform, Ezekiel, was a priestly theorist who can scarcely be cate-
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gorized as a prophet at all. Finally, Jesus was not at all interested 
in social reform as such. 

Zoroaster shared with his cattle·raising people a hatred of the 
despoiling nomads, but the heart of his message was essentially reli
gious. His central concern was his struggle against the magical cult of 
ecstasy and for his own divine mission, which of course had incidental 
economic consequences. A similar primary focus upon religion appeared 
very clearly in ~ case of Muhammad, whose program of social reform, 
which Umar carried through consistently, was oriented almost entirely 
to the unification of the faithful for the sake of fighting the infidels and 
of maintaining the largest possible number of warriors. 

I t is characteristic of the prophets that they do not receive their 
mission from any human agency, but seize it, as i~ were. To be sure, 
usurpation also characterized the assumption of power by tyrants in the 
Greek polis. These Greek tyrants remind one of the legal aisymnetai in 
their general functioning, and they frequently pursued their Own char
acteristic religious policies, e.g., supporting the emotional cult of 
Dionysos, which was popular with the masses rather than with the 
nobility. But the aforementioned assumption of fCNJer by the prophets 
('arne about as a consequence of divine revelation, essentially for religiOUS 
purposes. Furthermore, their characteristic religious message and their 
struggle against ecstatic cults tended to move in an oppoSite direction 
from that taken by the typical religious policy of the Greek tyrants. The 
religion of Muhammad, which is fundamentally political in its orienta
tion, and his position in Medina, which was in between that of an 
Italian pocksta and that of Calvin at Geneva, grew primarily out of his 
purely prophetic mission. A merchant, he was first a leader of pietistic 
bourgeOiS conventicles in Mecca, until he realized more and more clearly 
that the ideal external basis for his missionizing would be provided by the 
organization of the interests of the warrior dans in the acqUisition of booty. 

3. Prophet and Teacher of Ethics 

On the other hand, there are various transitional phases linking the 
prophet to the teacher of ethics, especially the teacher of social ethics. 
Such a teacher, full of new or recovered ancient wisdom, gathers dis
ciples about him, counsels private persons, and advises princes in public 
affairs and possibly tries to make them establish a new ethical order. The 
bond between the teacher of religiOUS or philosophical wisdom and his 
disciple is uncommonly strong and regulated in an authoritarian fashion, 
particularly in the sacred laws of Asia. Everywhere this bond is one of 
the firmest relationships of loyalty. Generally, training in _magic and 
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heroism is so regulated that the noviLe is assigned to a ~lticularly 
experienced master or is permitted to -:;eek out a master, as .. young 
"fox" can choose the senior member CLeihhursche) in German frater
nities. All the Greek pOetly of pederasty derives from such a relationship 
of respect, and similar phenomena are to be found among Buddhists and 
Conf ucianists, indeed in all monastic educa tion. 

The most complete expressicn of this disciple-master relationship 
is to be found in the position of the guru in Hindu sacred law. Every 
young man belonging to polite society \va" 1:lnconditionally required to 
devote himself for many years to the instruction and direction of life 
provided by such a Brahminic teacher. The obligation of obedience to 
the gu"" who had absolute power over his charges, a relationship com
parable to that of the occidental famulus to tus magister, took precedence 
over loyalty to family, just as the position of the court Brahmin (purer 
hita) was officially regulated so as to raise his position far above that ci 
the most powerful father confessor in the Occident. Yet the gu", is, 
-after all, only a teacher who transmits acquired, not only revealed, 
knowledge, and this by virtue of a commission and not on his own 
authority. 

The philosoptucal ethicist and the social refonner are not prophets 
in out' sense of the word, no matter how closely they may seem to re
semble prophets. Actually. the oldest Greek sages. who like Empedocles 
and Pythagoras are wreathed in legend, stand closest to the prophets. 
Some of them left behind groups with a distinctive doctrine of salvation 
and conduct of life, and they laid some claim to the status of savior. 
Such intellectual teachers of salvation have parallels in India, but the 
G~eek teachers fell far short of the Hindu teachers in conSistently focus
ing both life and doctrine on salvation. 

Even less can the founders and heads of the actual "schools of 
ptulosophy" be regarded as prophets in our sense. no matter how closely 
.they may approach this category in some respects. From Confucius. in 
whose temple even the emperor makes his obeisance, graded transitions 
lead to Plato. But both of them were Simply academic teaching philoso
phers, who differed chiefly in that Confucius was centrally concerned 
with influencing princes in the direction of particular social reforms, and 
Plato only occaSionally. 

What primarily differentiates such figures from the prophets is their 
lack of that vital emotional preaching which is distinctive of prophecy. 
regardless of whether this is disseminated by the spoken wOlli the 
pamphlet, or any other type of literary composition' (e.g., the suras of 
Muhammad). The enterprise of the prophet is closer to that of the 
popular leader (demagogos) or political publicist than to that of the 
teacher. On the other hand, the activity of a Socrates. who also felt 
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himself opposed to the professional teaching enterprise of the Sophists, 
must be distinguished conceptually from the activities of a prophet by 
the absence of a directly revealed religious mission. Socrates' "genius" 
Cd4imcnion) reacted only to concrete situations, and then only to dis
suade and admonish. For Socrates, this was the outer limit of his ethical 
and strongly utilitarian rationalism, which occupied for him the position 
that magical divination assumed for Confucius. For this reason, Socrates' 
d4imonion cannot be compared at all to the conscience of a genuine reli
gious ethic; much less can it be regarded as the instrument of propheg. 

Such a divergence from the characteristic traits of the Hebrew 
prophets' holds true of all philosophers and their schools as they were 
known in China, India, ancient Hellas, and in the medieval period 
among Jews, Arabs, and Christians alike. All such philosophical schools 
were rather similar from.a sociologi~al point of view. In their mode.of 
life, they may be nearer to the mystagogic-ritual prophecy of salvation, 
as in the case of the Pythagoreans, or to the exemplary prophecy of sal
vation (in the sense soon to be explained), as in the case of the Cynics, 
who protested against the sacramental grace of the mysteries as well as 
against wordly civilization, and who in this regard show certain affinities 
to Hindu and Oriental ascetic sects. But the prophet, in our special 
sense, is never to be found where the proclamati<m of a religious truth of 
salvation through personal revelation is lacking. In our view, this qualifi
cation must be regarded as the decisive hallmark of prophecy. 

Finally, the Hindu reformers of religion such as Shankara and 
Ramanuja and their Occidental counterparts like Luther, Zwingli, Cal
vin, and Wesley are to be distinguished from the category of prophets 
by virtue of the fact that they do not claim to be offering a substantively 
new revelation or to be speaking in the name of a special divine injunc-

. tion. This is what characterized the founder of the Mormon church, who 
resembled, even in matters of detail, Muhammad; above alL it charac
terized the Jewish prophets. The prophetic type is also manifest in 
Montanus and Novatianus, and in such figures as Mani and Marcion 
whose message had a more rational doctrinal content than did that of 
George Fox, a prophet type with emotional tendencies.5 

4. Mystagogue and Teacher 

When we have separated out from the category of prophet all the 
aforementioned types, which sometimes abut very closely, various others 
still remain. 1be first is that of the mystagogue. He performs sacra-
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ments, i.e., magical actions that contain the boons of salvation. Through
out the entire world there have been saviors of this type whose di!erertce 
from the average magician ~ only one of degree, the extent of which is 
determined by the formation of a special congregarion around Mm:Very 
frequently dynasties of mystagogues developed m the basis of a sacra
mental charisma which was regaIded as hereditary. These dynasties 
maintained their prestige for centuries, investing their disciples with 
great authority and thus developing a kind of hierarchical position. This 
was especially true in India, whele the title of gum was also u:it'rl to 
designate distributors of salvation and their plenipotentiaries. It was 
likewise the case in China, where the hierarch of the Taoists and the 
heads of certain secret sects played just such hereditary roles. Finally, 
one type of exemplary prophet to be disals.taJ presently was also gen
erally transformed into a mystagogue in the secorxl generation. 

The mystagogues were also very widely distributed throughout the 
Near East, and they entered Greece in the prophetic age to which 
'reference was made earlier. Yet the far more ancient noble families who 
were the heleditary incumbents of the Eleusinian mysteries also repre
sented at least another marginal manifestation of the simple hereditary 
priestly families. Ethical doctrine was lacking in the mystagogue, who 
distributed magical salvation, or at least doctrine played only a very 
subordinate role in his work. Instead, his primary gift was hereditarily 
transmitted magical art. Moreover, he normally made a living from his 
art, for which there was a great demar.l. Consequently we must exclude 
him too from the conception of prophet, even though he sometimes 
revealed new ways of salvation. 

5. Ethical and Exemplary Prophecy 

Thus, there remain only two kinds of prophets in our sense, one 
represented most clearly by the Buddha, she other with especial clarity 
by Zoroaster and Muhammad. The plophet may be primarily, as in the 
last cases, an instrument for the proclamation of a god arid his will, be 
this a concrete commar.l or an abstract norm. Preaching as one who has 
received a commission from god, he demands obedience as an ethical duty .. ' 
This r:ype we shall term the "ethJcal prophet." On the other hand, the .. 
prophet may be an exemplary man who, by his pasonal example, 
demonstrates to others the way to religious salvation, as in .the case of the 
Buddha. The preaching of this type of prophet says nothing about a 
divine mission or an ethical duty of obedience, but rather directs itself 
to the self-interest of those who crave salvation, recommending to them 
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the same path as he himself traversed. Our designation for this second 
type is that of the "exemplary prophet." 

". The exemplary type is particularly characteristic of prophecy in 
India, although there have been a few manifestations of it in China 
(e.g., Lao Tzu) and the Near East. On the other hand, the ethical type 
is confimid to the Near East, regardless of racial differences there~ For 
neither the Vedas nor the classical books of the Chinese-the o~st 
portions of which in bOth cases consist of sq,ngs of praise and thanks
giving by sacred singers, and of magical Iites and ceremonies-makes 
It appear at all probable that prophecy of the ethical type, such as de
,teloped in the Near East or Iran, could ever have arisen in India or' 
China. The decisive reason for this is the absence of a personal, tran
sc~ndenta1. and ethical god. In Indi~ this concept was found only in a 
sacramental and magical form, and then only in the later and popular 
faiths. But in the religions of those social strata within which the decisive 
prophetic conceptions of Mahavira and Buddha were developed, ethical 
prophecy appeared only intermittently and was constantly subjected to 
reinterpretations in the direction of pantheism. In China the notion 
of ethical prophecy was altogether lacking in the ethics of the stratum 
Wlat exercised the greatest influence in the society. To what degree this 
may presumably be associated with the intellectual di~tinl'ti\'eness of 
such strata, which was of course determined by various social factors, 
will be discussed later. 

As far as purely religiOUS factors are concerned, it was decisive for 
both India and China that the conception of a rationally regulated worlcl 
had its point of origin in the ceremonial order of sacrifices, on the un
alterable sequence of \ .... hich every thin g depended: especially the indis
pensable regularity of meteorological processes; in animistic terms, what 
was involved here was the normal activity or inactivity of the spirits 
and demons. According to both classical and heterodox Chinese views, 
these processes were held to be insured by the ethically proper conduct 
of government that followed the COrrect path of virtue, the Tao; with
out ~his everything would fail, even according to Vedic doctrine. Thus, 
in India and Chin a, Rita and Tao respectively represented similar super
divine! impersonal forces. 

On the other hand, the personal, transcendental and ethical god is 
a Near-Eastern concept. It corresponds so closely to that of an aII
p@werful mundane king with his rational bureaucratic regime that a 
causal connection can scarcely be denied. Throughout the world the 
magician is in the first instance a rainmaker, for the harvest depends on 
timely and sufficient rain, though not in excessive quantity. Until the 
present time the pontifical Chinese emperor has remained a ~inmaker, 
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for in northern China, at least, the uncertainty of the weather renders 
dubious the operation of irrigation procedures, no matter how extensive 
they are. Of greater significance was the construction of defense walls, 
and internal canals, which became the real source of the imperial bu
reaucracy. The emperor sought to avert meteorological disturbances 
through sacrifices, public atonement, and various virtuous practices, e.g} 
the termination of abuses in the administration, or the organization of a 
raid on unpunished malefactors. For it was always assumed that the 
reason for the excitation of the spirits and the disturbances of the cosmic 
order had to be sought either in the persona! derelictions of the monarch 
or in some manifestation of social disorganization. Again, rain was one 
of the rewards promised by Yahweh to his devotees, who were at that 
time primarily agriculturalists, as is clear ly apparent in the older portions 
of the tradition. God promised neither too scanty rain nor yet excessive 
precipitation or deluge. 

But throughout Mesopotamia and Arabia it was not rain that was 
~he creator 9f the harvest, but artificial irrigation alone. In Mesopotamia, 
irrigation was the sole source of the absolute power of the monarch, who 
derived his income by compelling his conguered subjects to build canals 
and cities adjoining them, just as the regulation of the ·Nile was the 
source of the Egyptian monarch's strength. In the desert and semiarid 
regions of the Near East this control of irrigation waters was probably 
one source of the conception of a god who had created the earth and 
man out of nothing and not procreated them, as was believed elsewhere. 
A riparian economy of this kind actually did produce a harvest out of 
nothing, from the desert sands. The monarch even created law by legis
lation and rational codification, a development the world experienced 
for the first time in Mesopotamia. It seems quite reasonable, therefore, 
that as a result of such experiences the ordering of the world should be 
conceived as the law of a freely acting, transcendental and personal god. 

Another, and negative, factor accounting for the development in the 
. Near East of a world order tha t reRected the operation of a personal god 
was the relative absence of those distinctive strata who were the bearers 
of the Hindu and Chinese ethics, and who created the "godless" religious 
ethics found in those countries. But even in Egypt, where originally 
Pharaoh himself was a god, the attempt of Ikhnaton to produce an astral 
monotheism foundered because of the power of the priesthood, which 
had by then systematized popular animism and become invincible. In 
Mesopotamia the development of monotheism and demagogic prophecy 
was opposed by the ancient pantheon, which was politically organized 
and had been systematized by the priests; such a development was, 
furthermore, limited by the finn order of the state. 
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The kingdom of the Pharaohs and of Mesopotamia made an even 
more powerful impression upon the Iraelites than the great Persian 
monarch, the basileus kat exachen, made upon the Greeks (the strong 
impact of Cyrus upon the Greeks is mirrored, for instance, in the fa~ that 
a pedagogical treatise [by Xenophonl was formulated as a Cyropaeclia, 
despite die defeat of this monarch). The Israelites had gained their free
dom from the "house of bondage" of the earthly Pharaoh only because 
a divine lcing had come to their assistance Indeed, their subsequent 
establishment of a worldly monarchy was expressly declared to be a defec
tion from Yahweh, the real ruler of the people. Hebrew prophecy was 
completely oriented to a relationship with the great political powers of 
the time, the Great Kings, who as the rods of God's wrath Srst destroy 
Istael and then. as a consequence of divine intervention, permit Israelites 
to retum from the Exile to their own land. In the case of Zoroaster too it 
seems that the range of his vision was oriented to the views of the civilized 
lands of the West. 

Thu$, the diStinctive chaIacter of the earliest prophecy, in both its 
dualistic and monotheistic forms, seems to have been determined d~ 
cisively-aside from the operation of certain other conaete historical 
influences-by the pressure of relatively contiguous great centers of 
highly controlled social organi7ation upon less developed neighboring 
peoples. The latter tended to see in their own continuous peril from the 
pitiless bellicosity of terrible nations the anger and grace of a heavenly 
leing. 

6. The Nature of Prophetic Revelation: The World As 
. a Meaningful Totality 

Regardless of whether a particular religious prophet is predominantly 
of the ethical or predominantly of the exemplary type, prophetic revela
tion involves for both the prophet himself and for his followers----and 
this is the element common to both varieties-a unified view of the 
world derived from a consciously integrated meaningful attitude toward 
life To the prophet, both the life of man and the world, both social and 
cosmic events, have a certain systematic and coherent meaning, to 
which man's conduct must be oriented if it is to bring salvation, and 
after which it must be patterned in'a n integrally meaningful manner. 
Now the structure of this meaning may take varied forms, and it may 
wdd togetJler into a unity motives that are 16gically quite heterogeneous. 
The whole conception is dominated, not by logical consistency, but by 
ptlc,ic~ valuations. Yet it always denotes, regardless of any variations 
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in scope and in measure of succ s, an effort to systematize all the 
manifestations of life; that is, to organize practical behavior into a diRe
tion of life, reganiIess of the form it may assume in any individual case. 
Moreover, this m~ning always contains the important religious concep
tion of the world as a cosmos which is challenged to produce somehow a 
"meaningful," ordertd totality, the particular manifestations of which a~ 
to be measured and evaluated according to this postulate. 

The conRict between empirical reality and this conception of the 
world as a meaningful totality, which is based on the religious postula~ 
produc the strong t tensions in man's inner life as well as in bit 
external relationship to the world. To be sure, this problem is by no 
means dealt with by prophecy alone. Both priestly wisdom and secular 
phtlosophy, the intellectualist as well as the popular varieties, are some
how concerned with it. The ultimate question of all metaphysics has 
always been something like this: if the world' as a whole and life in 
particular were to have a meaning, what might it be, and how would 
'the world have to look in order to correspond to it? The :i'e~gious prob
lem of prophets and priests is the womb from which non·sacerdotal 
philosophy emanated, where it developed at all. Sub5eC)uently, priests 
and prophets had to cope with secular philosophy as a very irnporw»t 
component of religious evolution. Hence, we must now examine more 
closely the mutufll relationships of priests, prophets, and non·priests . 

• 
NOTES 

J. See Kurt Breysig, Die Entmnwng rJu Gorusg~ 1md der ReB
bringer (Berlin: Bondi, 1905). Breysig, who eatly USl!d the tmn "'sociology of 
religion." dealt with the Jewish prophets and Jesus in ~rthwm 1md MiUSWt., 
GIs Vomufen dcr N~t, vol. II of Kwltwgeschiclu der Newn: (Berlin: BondI. 
1901), cbs. I and II. Breysig's ambitious effort can serve as a CODtemC c0m-

o p81ison to Weber's work; by itS very oesaiptive:aess and ~ess it tnaa 
the analytical strength of Weber's approach. 

2. On thenebiim, see Weber. Ancie1tt J~, IV:~. 
3. See Erwin Rohde. PS)'c~. The Cult of Souls and Belief in ~ 

Among the Greeks (London: Paul. TreDCh, Trubner. 19:1.5). .. 
4. "SeiSQCh~ of the Y e8I of ReleaSl!": i.e., the debt release of the .. bba6.2J 

year enjoined by Mose$; d. Deat. I:S: 1-3. The Gieek tmn ~"t"" "sbakiDa 
off" (a burden), designated the debt arxrJlatioa "0£ the Solonic donn in sixdi 
century Athens. 

s. Montanus and Novatianus wen: Christian sect fOUndeIS of the eatl,. 
church (late 2.nd. early 3d cent.), Mani CA.D. 2.IS-2.7]) the Babyiaaim founder 
of Manic:baeism. The fourth figure is given as Manus In the Oman ~ but the 
~text suggests a miSleading of MiIltioD, the md-c:eDtury Bible c;riti~ and !IeCZ 
founder whose movement lateI merged with ManiclJeeism. ' , 
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iv 

The Congregation Between Prophet and Priest 

I. The Congregation: The Permanent Association of 
Laymen 

If his prophecy is successful, the prophet succeeds in winning perma
nent helpers. These may be Sod~len (as Bartholomae translates the term 
of the Gathas),l disciples (Old Testament and Hindu), comrades 
(Hindu and Islamic) or followers (Isaiah and the New Testament). 
In all cases they are personal sevotees of the prophet, in contrast to 
priests and soothsayers who are organized into guilds or office hierarchies. 
We shall devote additional consideration to this relationship in our 
analysis of the forms of domination [below, ch. XV]. Moreover, in addi
tion to these permanent helpers, who are active coworkers with the 
prophet in his mission and who generally also possess some special charis
matic qualifications, there is a circle of followers comprising those who 
support him with lodging, money, and services and who expect to obtain 
their salvation through his mission. These may engage in intermittent 
social action (Gelegenheitshandeln) or associate themselves continuously 
in a congregation CGemeinde). 

A congregation in the specifically Ieligious sense (for this tenn is 
[in German} also employed to denote the neighborhood that has been 
associated for economic or for fiscal or other political purposes) does not 
arise solely in connection with prophecy in the particular sense used 
here. Nor does it arise in connection with. ever; type of prophecy. 
Primarily, a religious community arises in connection with a prophetic 
movement as a result of Ioutinization (V er~lltiiglichung), i.e., as a result 
of the process whereby either the prophet himself or his disciples secure 
the pennanence of his preaching and the congregation's distribution of 
grace, hence insurihg also the economic existence of the enterprise and 
those who man it, and thereby monopolizing as well the privileges 
n:served for those charged with religious functions. 

It follows from this primacy of routinization in the formation of 
religious congregations that they may also be formed around mystagogues 
and priests of nonprophetic religions. For the mystagogue, indeed, the 
presence of a congregation is a nonnal phenomenon. The magician, in 
contrast, exercises his craft independently or, if a member of a guild, 
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serves a particular neighborhood or political group, not a specific reli
gious congregation. The congregations of the mystagogues, like those of 
the Eleusinian practitioners of mysteries, generally remained an open 
group with changing membership. Whoever was desirous of salvation 
would enter into a relationship, generaIIy temporary, with the mysta
gogue and his assistants. However, the Eleusinian mysteries were some
thing like a regional community, independent of particular localities. 

The situation was quite different in the case of exemplary prophets 
who unconditionaIIy demonstrated the way of salvation by their personal 
example, as did, for example, the mendicant monks of Mahavira and 
the Buddha, who belonged to a narrower exemplary community. Within 
this narrower community the disciples, who might stilI have been per
sonally associated with the prophet, would exert particular authority. 
Outside of the exemplary community, however, there were pious devo· 
tees (e.g., the U pasakas of India) who ,did not go the whole way of salva
tion for themselves, but sought to achieve a relative optimum of salvation 
by, demonstrating their devotion to the exemplary saint. These devotees 
either lacked altogether any fixed status in the religious community, as 
was originaIIy the case with the Buddhist Upasakas, or they were organ
ized into some spe~iaI group with fixed rules and obligations. This regu
larly happened when priests, pziest-like counselors, or mystagogues like 
the Buddhist bonzes were separated out from the exemplazy community 
and entrusted with cuItic responsibilities (which did not exist in the 
earliest stages of Buddhism). But the prevailing Buddhist practice was 
the voluntary temporary association, which the majority of mysta~gues 
and exemplary prophets shared with the temple priesthooc;ls of particular 
deities from the organized pantheon. The economic existence of these 
congregations was secured by endowments and maintained by sacrificial 
offerings and other gifts provided by persons with religious needs. 

At this stage there was still no trace of a permanent congregation 
of laymen. Our present conceptions of membership in a religious de· 
nomination are not applicable to the situation of that period. ~ yet the 
individual was a devotee of a god, appro~mately in the sense that an 
Italian is a devotee of a patticular saint. Yet there is an almost ineradi
cable vulgar error that the majority or even all of the Chinese are to be 
regarded as Buddhists in religion. Th~ source of this misconception is 
the fact that many Chinese, brought up in the Confucian ethic (which 
alone enjoys official approbation), consult Taoist divining priests before 
building a house and mourn deceased relatives according to the Con
fucian rule while also arranging for Buddhist masses to be perfonned in 
their memory. Apart from those who continuously participate in the cult 
of a god and possibly a narrow circle having a permanent interest in it, 
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all that we have at this stage are drifting laymen, or if one is permitted 
to use metaphorically a modem political designation, "floating voters." . 

Naturally, this condition does not satisfy the interests of those who 
man the cult, if only because of purely economic considerations. C0nse
quently, in this kind of situation they endeavor to create a congregation 
whereby the personal following of the cult will assume the form of a 
permanent organization and become a community with fixed Ilghts and 
duties. Such a transformation of a personal following into a permanent 
congregation is the normal process by which the doctrine of the prophets 
enters into everyday life, as the function of a permanent institution. The 
disciples or apostles of the prophets thereupon become mystagogues,. 
teachers, priests or pastors (o~ a combination of them all), serving an 
association dedicated to exclusively religiOUS purposes, namely the con
gregation of laymen. 

But the same result can be reached from other starting points. We 
have seen that the priests, whose function evolved frOlT). that of magicians 
to that of generic priesthood, were either scions of landed priestly 
families, domestic and court priests of landed magnates and princes, or 
trained .priests of a sacrificial cult who ort;:anized into a status group. 
Individuals or groups applied .to these priests for assistance as the need 
arose, but for the rest the priests could be engaged in any occupation 
not deemed dishonorable to their status group. One other possibility is 
that,priests might become attached to particular organizations, vocational 
or otherwise, and especially to a political association. But in all these 
cases there is no actual congregation which is separate from all oth~r 
associati ons. 

Such a congregation may arise when a clan of sacrificing priests 
succeeds in organiZing the particular followers of their god into an 
exclusive association. Another and more usual way for a religiOUS com
munity to arise is as a cons:equence of the destruction of a political as
sociation, wherev~r the religious adherents of t~e association's ~ and 
his priests continue as a religious congregation. The first of these types 
is to be found in India and the Near East, where it is connected, in 
numerous intermediate gradations, with the transition of mystagqgic 
and exemplary prophecy or of religious. reform movements into a perm3. 
nent organization of congregations. Many small Hindu denominations 
developed as a result of such p~. 

By contrast, the transition from a priesthoo:1 serving a polity into 
8 religious congregation was associated primarily with the rise of the 
great world empires of the Near East. especially Persia. Political associa
tions were annihilated ~d the population disarmed; their priesthoo:1s, 
however, were assigned certain political powetS and were rendered 
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secure in thejr positions. This was done because the religious congrega~ 
tion was regarded as a valuable instrument for pacifying the conquered, 
just as the neighborhood association turned. into a compulsory com~ 
munity was found to be useful for the protection of financial interests. 
Thus, by virtue of decrees promulgated. by the Persian kings from CylUs 
to Artaxerxes, Judaism evolved into a religious community under royal 
protection, with. a theocratic. center ,in Jerusalem. A Persian victory 
would have brought similar chances and opportunities to the Delphic 
Apollo and to the priestly families servicing other gods, and possibly 
also to the Orphic prophets. In Egypt, after the decline of political ind~ 
pendence, the national priesthood built a sort of "ch weh" organization, 
apparently the first of its kind, with synods. On the other hand, religiOUS 
congregations in India arose in the more limited sense as exemplary con· 
gregations, There, the status unity of the Brahmins, as well as the unity 
of ascetic regulations, survived the multiplicity of ephemeral political 

'sttuctures, and as a consequence, the various systems of ethical salvation 
, transcended all political boundaries. In Iran, the Zoroastrian priests suc
ceeded. during the course of the centuries in propagandizing a closed 
religious organization which under the Sassanids became a political. 
"denomination" (Konfe~~ion). (The Achaemenid,., as their documents 
demonstrate, were not mroastrians, but rather, followers of Mazda.) 

The relationships between political authority and religious com· 
munity, from which the concept of religious denomination derived, 
belong in the analysis of domination [d. below, ch. xvl. At this point 
it suffices to note that cm;gregatianal religion is a phenomenon of diverse 
manifestations and great Buidity. We want to use the term only when 
the laity has been organized permanently in such a manner that they 
can actively participate. A mere administrative unit which delimits the 
jurisdiction oT priests is a parish, but not yet a congregational community. 
But even the concept of a parish, as a grouping different from the 
secular, political, or economic community, is missing in the religions of 
China and ancient India. -Again, the Greek and other ancient phratries 
and similar cultic communities were not parishes, but political or other 
types of associations whose collective actions stood under the guardian· 
ship of some god. As for the paiish of ancient Buddhism, moreover, this 
was only a district in which temporarily resident mendicant monks were 
required to participate in the semimonthly convocations . 

. In med.ieval Christianity in the Occident, in post·Reformation Lu· 
theranism and Anglicanism, and in both Christianity and Islam in the 
Near East, the parish was essentially a passive ecclesiastical tax unit and 
the jurisdictional district of a priest. In these religions the laymen 
generally lacked. completely the ~aracter of a congregation. To be sure, 
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small vestiges of congregational rights have been retained in certain 
Oriental churches and have also been found in Occidental Catholicism 
and Lutheranism. On the other hand, ancient Buddhist monasticism, 
like the warriors of ancient Islam, and like Judaism and ancient Chris
tianity, had religious congregations with varying degrees of organiza
tional elaboration (w hic h wi]] not yet be discussed in detail). Further
more, a certain actual influence of the laity may be combined with the 
absence of a regular local congregational organization. An example of 
this would be Islam, where the laity wields C'onsiderable power, par
ticularly in the Shii-te sect, even though this is not legaJIy secure; the 
Shah usually would not appoint priests without being certain of the 
C"onsent of the local laity. 

On the other hand, it is the distinctive characteristic of every sect, 
in the technical sense of the term (a subject we shaH consider later 
[see below, ch. XV: 14 J), that it is based on a restricted association of 
individual local congregations. From this principle, which is represented 
in Protestantism by the Baptists and Independents, and later by the 
Congregationalists, a graduai transition leads to the typical organization 
of the Reformed Church. Even where the latter has become a universal 
organization, it nevertheless makes membership conditional upon a 
contractual entry into some particular congregation. We shall return 
later to some of the problems which arise from these diversities. At the 
moment, we are particularly interested in just one consequence of the 
generally so very important development of genuine congregationCJI re
ligions: That the relationship between priesthood and laity within the 
community becomes of crucial significance for the practical effect of the 
religion. As the organization assumes the specific character of a congre
gation, the very powerful position of the priest is increasingly confronted 
with the necessity of keeping in mind the needs of the laity, in the 
interest of maintaining and enlarging the membership of the community. 
ActuaHy, every type of priesthood is to some extent in a similar position. 
In order to maintain its own power, the priesthood must frequently meet 
the needs of the laity in a very considerable measure. The three forces 
operative within the laity with which the priesthood must come to grips 
are; (a) prophecy, (b) the traditionalism of the laity, and (c) lay intel-

'lectualism. In contrast to these forces, another decisive factor at work 
here derives from the necessities and tendencies of the priestly enterprise 
as such A few words need to be said about this last factor in its relation 
to the nrst one. 

As a rule, the ethical and exemplary prophet is himself a layman, 
and his power position depends on his lay followers. Every prophecy by 
its very nature devalues the magical elements of the priestly enterprise, 
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but in very different degrees. The Buddha and others like him, as well 
as the prophets of Israel, rejected and denounced adherence to knowl
edgeahle magicians and soothsayers (who are also called "prophets" in 
the Israelite sources), and indeed they scorned all magic as inherently 
useless. Salvation could be achieved only by ~ distinctively religious and 
meaningful relationship to the eternal. Among the Buddhists it was 
regarded as a mortal sin to boast vainly of magical capacities; yet the 
existence of the latter among the unfaithful was never denied by the 
prophets of either India or Israel, nOr denied by the Christian apostles 
or the ancient Christian tradition. All prophets, by virtue of their rejec
tion of magic, were necessarily skeptical of the priestly enterprise, though 
in varying degrees and fashions. The god of the Israelite prophets desired 
not hurnt offerings, but obedience to his commandments. The Buddhist 
will get nowhere in his quest for salvation merely with Vedic knowledge 
and ritual; ana the ancient sacrifice of soma was represented in the oldest 
Gathas as an abomination to Ahura-mazda. 

Thus, tensions hetween the prophets, their lay followers and the 
representatives of the priestly tradition existed everywhere. To what 
degree the prophet would succeed in fulfilling his mission, or would 
become a martyr, depended on the outcome of the struggle for power, 
which in some instances, e.g., in Israel, was determined by the inter
national situation. Apart {rom his Own family, Zoroaster depended on 
the clans of the nobles and princes for support in his struggle against 
the nameless counter-prophet; this was also the case in India and with 
Muhammad. On the other hand, the Israelite prophets depended on the 
support of the urban and rural middle class. All of them, however, made 
use of the prestige which their prophetic charisma, as opposed to the 
technicians of the routine cults, had gained for them among the laity. 
The sacredness of a new revelation opposed that of tradition; and de
pending on the success of the propaganda by each side, the priesthood 
might compromise with the new prophecy, outbid its doctrine, Or elimi
nate it, unless it were suhLugated itself . .. 

2. Canonical Writings, Dogmas and SCriptural Religion 

In any case, the priesthood had to assume the obligation of codifying 
either the victorious new doctrine or the old doctrine which had main
tained itself despite an attack by the prophets. The priesthood had to 
delimit what I'l\ust and must not be regarded as sacred and had to infuse 
its views into the religion of the laity, if it was to secure its own position. 
Such a development might have causes other than an effort by hostile 
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prophets to imperil the position of the priesthood, as for example in 
India, where this took place veIY early. The simple interest of the priest
hood in securing its own position against possible attack, and the neces
sity of insuring the traditional practice against the scepticism of the laity 
might.produce similar results. Wherever this development took place it 
produced two phenomena, viz., canonical writings and dogmas, both of 
which might he of very different scope, particularly the latter. Canonical 
scriptures contain the revelations and traditions themselves, whereas 
dogmas are priestly inteIpretations of their meaning. 

The collection of the prophetic religious revelations or, in the other 
case, of the traditionally transmitted sacred lore, may take place in the . 
form of oral tradition. Throughout many centuries the sacred knowledge 
of the Brahmins was transmitted orally, and setting it down in writing 
was actually prohibited. This of course left a permanent mark on the 
literary form of this knowledge and also accounts for the not inconsider
able discrepancies in the texts of individual schools (Shakhas), the rea
son being that this knowledge was meant to be possessed only by qual
ified persons, namely the twice-born. To transmit such knowledge to 
anyone who had not experienced the second birth and was excluded 
by virtue of his caste position (Shuara)l was a heinous sin. Understand
ably, all magical lore originally has this character of secret knowledge, 
to protect the professional interest of the guild. But there are also aspects 
of this magical knowledge which everywhere ~come the material for 
the systematic instruction of other members of the group·at-Iarge. At 
the root of the oldest and most universally diffused magical system of' 
education is the animistic assumption that just as the magician himself 
requires rebirth and the possession of a new soul for his art, so heroism 
rests on a charisma which must be aro1lSed., tested, and instilled into the 
hero by magical manipulations. In this way, therefore, the wanior is 
reborn into heroism. Charismatic education in this sense, with its 
novitiates, trials of courage, tortures, gradations of holiness and honor, 
initiation of youths, and preparation for battle, is an almost universal 
institution of all societies which have experienced waIf are. 

When the guild of magicians finally deve10ps into the priesthood, 
this extremely important function of educating the laity does not cease, 
and the priesthood always concerns itself with maintaining this function. 
More and more, secz:et lore recedes and the priestly doctrine becomes a 
scripturally established tradition which the priesthood interprets by means 
of dogmas. Such a scriptural religion subsequently becomes the basis of 
a systtm of education, not only for the professional members of the 
priestly claSs, but also for the laity, indeed especially for the laity. 

Most, though not all, canonical sacred collections ~officially 
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closed against secular or religiously undesirable additions as a conse
quence of a struggle between various competing groups and prophecies 
for the control of the community. Wherever such a struggle failed to 
occur or wherever it did not threaten the content of the tradition, the 
formal canonization of the scriptures took place very slowly. The canon 
of the Jewish scriptures was not fixed until the year 90 A.D., shortly 
after the destruction of the theocratic state, when it wiJs fixed by the 
synod of Jamnia perhaps as a dam against apostolic prophecies, and even 
then the canon was established only in principle. In the case of the 
Vedas the scriptural canon was established in opposition to intellectual 
heterodoxy. 1he Christian canon was fonnalized because of the threat 
to the piety of the petty-bourgeois masses from the intellectual salvation 
doctrine of the Gnostics. On the other hand, the soteriology of the intel
lectual classes of ancient Buddhism was crystallized in t~e Pali canon 
as a result of the danger posed by the missionizing popular salvation 
religion of the Mahayana. The classical writings of Confucianism, like 
the priestly code of Ezra, were imposed by political force. For this reason, 
t,he former never became sacred, and only at a late stage did the latter 
take on the quality of authentic sacredness, which is always the result 
of priestly activity. Only the Koran underwent immediate editing, by 
command of the Caliph, and became sacred a t once, because the semi
literate Muhammad held that the existence of a holy book automatically 
carries with it the mark of prestige for a religion. This view of prestige 
was related to widely diffused notions concerning the taboo quality and 
the magical significance of scriptural documents. Long before the estab
lishment of the biblical canon, it was held that to touch the Pentateuch. 
and the authentic prophetic writings "rendered the hands unclean." 

The details of this process and the scope of the writings that were 
taken into the canonical sacred scriptures do not concern us here. It 
was due to the magical status of sacred bards that there were admitted 

·into the Vedas not only the heroic epics but also sarcastic poems about 
the intoxicated Indra, as well as other poetry of every conceivable con-

o tent. Similarly, a love poem and various personal details involved with 
the prophetic utterances were received into the Old Testament canon. 
Finally, the New 'Testament included a purely personal letter of Paul, 
and the Koran found room in a number of suras for records of all-too
human family vexations in the life of its prophet 

The closing of the canon was generally accounted for by the theory 
that only a certain epoch in the past history of'the religion had been 
blesSed with prophetic charisma. According to the theory of the rabbis 
this was the period from Moses to Alexander. while from the Roman 
Catholic point of view the period was the Apostolic Age. On the whole, 
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these theories correctly express recognition of the contrast between 
prophetic and priestly systematization. Prophets systematized religion 
with a view to unifying the relationship of man to the world, by refer
ence to an ultimate and integrated value position. On the other hand,' 
priests systematized the content of prophecy or of the sacred traditions 
by supplying them with a casuistical, rationalistic framework of analysis, 
and by adapting them to the customs of life and thought of their own 
stratum and of the laity whom they controlled. 

The development of priestly education from the most ancient charis
matic stage to the period of literary education has considerable practical 
importance in the evolution of a faith into a scriptural religion, either, 
in the complete sense of an attachment to a canon regarded as sacred 
or in the more moderate sense of the authoritativeness of a scripturally 
fixed sacred norm, as in the case of the Egyptian Book of the Dead. As 
literacy becomes morc important ror the conduct of purely secular affairs, 
which therefore assume the (haracter of bureaucratic administration 
and proceed according to regulations and documents, the education of 
even secular officials and educated laymen passes into the hands ci 
literate priests, who may also directly occupy offices the functions ci 
which involve the use of writing, as in the chancelleries of the Middle 
Ages. To what degree one or the.other of these processes !akes place 
depends also, apart from the degree to which the administration has 
become bureaucratized, on the degree to which other strata, principally 
the warrior nobles, have developed their own system of education and 
have taken it into their own hands. Later on we must discuss the bifurca
tion of educational systems which may result from this process. We must' 
also consider the total suppression or nondevelopment of a purely 
priestly system of education. which may result from the weakness of the 
priests or from the absence of either prophecy or scriptural religion. 

The establishment of a religiOUS congregation provides the strongest 
stimulus, though not the only one, for the development of the substan
tive content of the priestly doctrine, and it creates the specific importance 
of dogmas. Once a religious community.has become established it feels 
a need to set itself ~part from alien competing doctrines and to maintain 
its superiority in propaganda, all of which tends to pbce the emphasis 
upon differential doctrines. To be sure, this process of differentiation 
may be considerably strengthened by nonreligious motivations_ For 
example, Charlemagne inSisted, for the Frankish church, on the doctrine 
of ~lioque, which created one of the differences bet\-veen the oriental 
and occidental Chlistian churches. This, and his rejection of the canOli 
favorable to the icons, had political grounds, being directed against the 
supremacy of the Byzantine church.s Adherence to completely incom-
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prehensible dogmas, iike the espousal of the Monophysite doctrine, by 
great masses of people in the Orient and in Egypt. was the expressIon 
of an anti-imperial and .. anti-Hellenic separatist nationalism. Similarly, 
the monophysitic Coptic church later preferred the Arabs to the [East] 
Romans as overlords. Such trends occmred frequently. 

But the stmggles of priests against indiJerellce, which they pro
foundly hate, and against the danger that the zeal of the membership 
would stagnate generally played the greatest role in pushing distinctive 
criteria and differential doctrines to the foreground. Another factor was 
emphasis on the importance of mernbership in a particular denomination 
and the priests' de~ire to make djfficulr the transft'rence of membership 
to dnother denomination. The historical precedent was provided by the 
tattoo markings of fellow mt:mbers of a totemistic or warrior clan, which 
had a magical basis. Closest to totemic tattoo, at least externally, was the 
differential body p«inting of the Hindu sects. The Jewish retention of 
circumcision and of the Sabbath taboo was also intended, as is repeatedly 
,indicated in the Old Testament, to effect separation from other nations, 
and it indeed produced such an effect to an extraordinary degree. A 
sharp differentiation of Christianity from Judaism was produced by the 
Christian choi~e of the day of the sun god as a day of rest, although 
this choice might possibly be accounted for by the Christian reception of 
the soteriologbl mythos of mystagogic Near Eastern salvation doctrines 
of solar religion. Muhammad's choice of Friday for weekly religious 
services was probably motivated primarily by his desire to segregate his 
followers from the Jews, after his missionary effort among them had 
failed. But his absolute prohibition of wine had too many analogies with 
comparable ancient and contemporary phenomena, e.g., among the 
Rechabites and Nazirites, to have been determined necessarily by his 
desire to erect a dam against Christian priests, who are under the obliga
tion to take wine (at Holy Communion). 

In India differential dogmas corresponding to exemplary prophecy 
had generally a more practical ethical character, while those having an 
affinity to mystagogy were more ritualistic. The notorious ten points 
which produced the great schism of Buddhism at the Council of Vesali 
involved mere questions of monastic regulations, including man y publk 
details which were emphasized only for the purpose of establishing the 
separation of the Mahayana organization. 

Asiatic religions, on the other hand, knew practically nothing of 
dogma as an instrumentality of differentiation. To be sure, the Buddha 
enunciated h'is fourfold truth concerning the great illusions as the basis 
for the practical salvation doctrine of the noble eightfold path. But the 
comprehension of those truths for the sake of their practical conse-
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quences, and not as dogma in the Occidental sense, is the goal of the 
work of salvation. This is also the case with the majority of ancient 
Hindu prophecies. 

In the Christian congregation one of the very first binding dogmas, 
characte~stically, was God's creation of the world out of nothing, and 
consequently the establishment of a transcendental god in contradistinc
tion to the gnostic speculation of the intellectuals. In India, on the other 
hand, cosmological and other metaphysical speculations remained the 
concern of philosophical sch~s, w hic h were always pennitted a very wide 
range of latitude in regard to orthodoxy, though not without some limitJ-. 
tions. In China the Confucian ethic completely rejected all ties to meta
physical dogma, if only for the reason that magic and belief in spirits had 
to remain untouched in the interest of maintaining the cult of ancestors, 
which was the foundation of patrimonial-bureaucratic obedience (as ex-
pressly stated in the tradition). . 

Even within ethical prophecy and the congregational religion it 
produced, there was a wide diversity in the scope of proliferation of 
genuine dogmas. Ancient Islam contented itself with confessions of 
loyalty to god and to the prophet, together with a few practical and 
ritual primary commandments, as the basis of membership.' But dogmatic 
distinctions, both practical and theoretical, became more comprehensive 
as priests, congregational teachers, and even the community itself be
came bearers of the religion. 1bis holds for the later Zoroastrians, Jews, 
and Christians. But genuinely dogmatic controversy could arise in 
ancient Israel or Islam only in exceptional cases, since both these reli
gions were characterized by a simplicity of doctrinal theology. In both 

• religions the main area of dispute centered about the doctrine of grace, 
though there were subsidiary disputes about ethical practice and about 
ritual and legal questions. 1bis is even truer of Zoroastrianism. 

Only among the Christians did there develop a com~rehensive, 
bindiflg and systematically rationalized dogmatics of a theoretical type 
concerning cosmolOgical matters, the soteIiological mythos CChristology), 
and priestly authority (the sacraments). 1bis Christian dogmatics de
veloped first in the Hellenistic portion of the Roman empire, but in the 
Middle Ages the major elaborations occurred in the Occident In general, 
theological development was far stronger in the Western than in the 
Eastern churches, but in both regions the maximum development of 
theology occurred wherever a powerful organization of priests possessed 
the greatest measure of independence from political authorities. 

This Christian preoccupation with the fonnulation of dogmas was 
in Antiquity particularly inRuenced by the distinctive character of the 
intelligentsia which was a product of Greek education, by the special 
metaphysical presuppositions and tensions produced by the cult of 
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Christ; by the necessity of taking issue with the educated stratum which 
at first remained outside the Christian community; and by the ancient 
Christian church's hostility to pure intellectualism (which stands in such 
contrast to the position taken by the Asiatic religions). Socially. Chris
tianity was a congregaticmal religion comprising primarily petty·bourgeois 
laymen, W.!Xl looked with considerable suspicion upon pure intellectual
ism, a phenomenon which had to be given considerable attention by the 
bishops. In the Orient, non·Hellenic petty-bourgeois circles increasingly 
supplied Christianity with its monks; this destroyed Hellenic culture in 
the Orient and brought to an end the rational construction of dogma 
there. 

In addition, the mode of organilation of the religious congregations 
was an important determinant. In ancient Buddhism, the C'omplete and 
purposeful absence of all hierarchical organilation would have handi
capped any consensus concerning rational dogmatics, such as was pro
duced in Christianity, even assuming that the salvation doctrine would 

; have needed any such dogmatic consensus. Christianity found it neces
sary to postulate some power able to make decisions concerning the 
orthodoxy of doctrines, in order to protect the unity of the community 
against the intellectual activity of priests and against the competing lay 
rationalism which had been aroused by ecclesiastical education. The result 
of a long process of evolution, the details of which cannot be expounded 
here, was that the Roman church produced the infallible doctrinal office 
of its bishop, in the hope that God would not permit the c.ongregation 
of the world capital to fall into elIOr. Only in this C'ase do we find a 
consistent doctrinal solution, which assumes the inspiration of the in
cumbent of the doctrinal office whenever a decision has to be rendered 
concerning doctrine. 

On the other hand, Islam and the Eastern church, for various rea
sons to be explained below, retained as their basis for determining the 
validity of dogmatic truths the practice of depending on the consensus 
of the official bearers of the ecclesiastical teaching organization, who 
were primaril}' th~Iogians or priests, as the case might be. Islam arrived 
at this poSition by holding fast to the assurance of its prophet that God 
would never permit the congregation of the faithful to fall into error. 
The Eastern church followed in this regard the model of the earliest 
practice of the Christian church. The net effect of this was to slow down 
the proliferation of dogma in these religious traditions. By contrast, the 
Dalai Lama has political powers and control over the church, but he has 
no doctrinal powers proper in view of the magical-ritualist character of 
Lamaism. Among the Hindus the power of excommunication entrusted 
to the gurus was largely employed for political reasons and only rarely for 
the punishment of dogmatic deviations. 
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3 - Preaching and P astoml Care as Re suIts 0 f Prophetic 
Religion 

The work of the priests in systematizing the sacred doctrines was 
constantly nourished by the new material that was turned up in their 
professional pradice, so different from the practice of magicians. In the 
ethical type of congregational religion something altogether new evolved, 
namely preaching, and something very different in kind from magical 
assistance, namely rational pastoral care. 

Preaching, which in the true sense of the word is collective instruc
tion concerning religious and ethical matters, is normally specific to 
prophecy and prophetic religion. Indeed, wherever it arises apart from 
these, it is an imitation of them. But as a rule, preaching declines in 
importance whenever a revealed religion has been transfonned into a 
priestly enterprise by routinization, and the importance of preaching 
stands in inverse proportion to the magical components of a religion. 
Buddhism originally consisted entirely of preaching, so far as the laity 
was concerned. In Christianity the importance of preaching has been 
proportional to the elimination of the more magical and sacramental 
components of the religion. Conse~uently, preaching achieves the great
est significance in Protestantism, in which the concept of the ptiest has 
been supplanted alte,gether by that of the preacher. 

Pastoral care, the religious cultivation of the individual, is also in its 
rationalized and systematized form a product of prophetically revealed 
religion; and it has its source in the oracle and in consultations with the' 
diviner or necromancer. The diviner is consulted when sickness or other 
blows of fate have led to the suspicion that some magical transgression 
is responsible, making it necessary to ascertain the means hy which the 
aggrieved spirit, demon, or god may be pacified. This is also the source 
of the confessional, which originally had no connection with ethical 
influences on life. The connection between confession and ethical con
duct was first effected hy ethical religion, particularly hy prophecy. 
Pastoral care may later assume diverse fonns. To the extent that it is a 
charismatic distri hution of grace it stands in a close inner relationship to 

magical manipulations. But the care of souls may also involve the instruc
tion of individuals regarding ooncrete religious ohligations whenever 
certain doubts· have arisen. Finally, pastoral care may in some sense 
stand midway between charismatic distribution of grace and instruction, 
entailing the distribution of personal religious consolation in times of 
inner or external distress. 

Preaching and pastoral care differ widely in the strength of their 
practical influence on the conduct of life. Preaching unfolds.its power 
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most strongly in periods of prophetic excitation. In the treadmill of daily 
living it declines sharply to an almost complete lack of influence upon 
the conduct of life, for the very reason that the charisma of speech is an 
individual matter. 

Pastoral care in all its forms is the priests' real instrument of power, 
particularly over the workaday world, and it inHuences the conduct of 
life most powerfully when religion has achieved an ethical character. 
In fact, the power of ethical religion over the masses parallels the de
velopment of pastoral care. Wherever the power of an ethical religion is 
intact, the pastor will be consulted in all the situations of life by both 
private individuals a'nd the functionaries of groups, just as the profes
sional divining priest would be consulted in the magical religions, e.g., 
the religion of China. Among these religious functionaries whose pas
toral care has inAuenced the everyday life of the laity and the attitude 
of the power-holders in an enduring and often decisive manner have 
been the counseling rabbis of Judaism, Lhe father confessors of Catholi
cism, the pietistic pastors of souls in Protestantism. the directors of souls 
in Counter-Reformation Catholicism, the Brahminic purohitas at the 
court, the gurus and gosains in Hinduism, and the muftis and dervish 
sheiks in Islam. 

As for the conduct of the individual's private life, the greatest in
fluence of pastoral care was exerted when the priesthood combined 
ethical casuistry with a rationalized system of ecclesiastical penances. 
This was accomplished in a remarkably skillful way by the occidental 
c~urch, which was schooled in the casuistry of Roman law. It is primarily 
these practical responsibilities of preaching and pastoral care which stimu
lated the labors of the priesthood in systematizing the casuistical treat
ment of ethical commandments and religious truths, and indeed first 
compelled them to take an attitude to.ward the numerous problems which 
had not been settled in the revelation itself. Consequently, it is these 

, same practical responsibilities of preaching and pastoral care which 
brought in their wake the substantive routinization of prophetic demands 
into specific prescriptions of a casuistical, and hence more rational, char
acter, in contrast to the prophetic ethics. But at the same time this de
velopment resulted in the loss of that unity which the prophet had intro
duced into the ethics-the derivation of a standard of life out' of a distinc
tive "meaningful" relationship to one's god, such as he himself had pos
sessed and by means of which he assayed not the external appearance of a 
single act, but rather its meaningful significance for the total relation
ship to the god. As for priestly practice, it required both positive in
junctions and a casuistry for the laity. For this reason the preoccupation 
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of religjon with an ethics of ultimate ends had necessarily to undergo 
a recession. 

It is evident that the positive, substantive injunctions of the prophetic 
ethic and the casuistical transformation thereof by the priests ultimately 
derived their material from problems which the folkways, conventions, 
and factual needs of the laity brought to the priests "for disposition in 
their pastoral office. Hence, the more a priesthood aimed to regulate the 
behavior pattern of the laity in accordance with the will of the god, and 
especially to aggrandize its status and income by so doing, the more it 
had to compromise with the traditional views of the laity in formulating 
patterns of doctrine and behavior. This was particularly the case when 

. no great prophetic preaching had developed which might have wrenched 
the faith of the masses from its bondage to traditions bas~ upon magic. 

As the masses increasingly became the object of the, priests' influence 
and the foundation of their power, the priestly labors of systematization 
concerned themselves more and more with the most traditional, and 
hence magical, forms of religjous notions and practices. Thus, as the 
Egyptian priesthood pressed towards greater power, the animistic cult 
of animals was increasingly pushed into the center of religjous interest, 
en'n though it is most likely that the systematic intellectual training of 
the priests had grown by comparison with earlier times. And so too in 
India, there was an increased systematization of the cult after the dis
placement by the Brahmins of the Mtar, the sacred charismatic singer, 
from first place in the sacrificial ceremonial. The Atharva Veda is much 
younger than the Rig Veda as a literary product, and the Brahmanas are, 
much younger still. Yet the systematized religious material in the Atharva' 
Veda is of much older provenience than the rituals of the noble Vedic 
cults and the other components of the older Vedas; indeed, the Atharva 
Veda is a purely magical ritual to a far greater degree than the older 
Vedas. The process of popularization and transformation into magic of 
religion which had been systematized by the priests continued even 
further in the Brahmanas. The older Vedic cults are indeed, :.3S OIden
bert has emphasized, cults of the propertied strata, whereas the magical 
ritual had been the possession of the masses since ancient times. 

A similar process appears to have taken place in regard to prophecy, 
In comparison with the intellectual contemplativeness of ancient Bud
dhism, which had achieved the highest peaks of sublimity, the Mahayana 
religion was essentially a popularization that increasingly tended to 
approat:h pure wizardry or sacramental ritualism. A similar fate overtook 
the doctrines of Zoroaster, Lao Tzu, and the Hindu religjous reformers, 
and to some extent the doctrines of Muhammad as wel~ when the re
spective faiths of these founders became religjons of laymen. Thus, the 
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lend Avesta sanctioned the cult of Haoma, ahhough it had been ex
pressly and strongly combated by Zoroaster, perhaps eliminating merely 
a few of the bacchantic elements which he had denounced with special 
fervor. Hinduism constantly betrayed a growing tendency to slide over 
i~o magic, or in any case into a semi-magical sacramental soteriology. The 
propaganda of Islam in Africa rested primarily on a massive foundation 
of magic, by means of which it has continued to outbid other competing 
faiths despite the re Jection of magic by earliest Islam. 

This process, which is usually interpreted as a decline or petrifaction 
of prophecy, is practically unavoidable. The prophet himself is normally 
a righteous lay preacher of sovereign independence whose arm is to sup
plant the traditional ritualistic religious grace of the ecclesiastical type 
by organizing life on the basis of ultimate ethical principles. The laity's 
acceptance of the prophet, however, is generally based on the fact that 
he possesses a certain charisma. This usually means that he is a magician, 
in fact much greater and more powerful than other magicians, and in
deed tha t he possesses unsurpassed power over demons and even over 
death itself. It usually means that he has the power to raise the dead, 
and possibly that he himself may rise from the grave. In short, he is able 
to do things which other magicians are unable to accomplish. It does 
not matter that the prophet attempts to" deny such imputed powers, for 
after his death this development proceeds without and beyond him. If 
he is to continue to live on in some manner among large numbers of the 
laity, he must himself become the object of a cult, which means he must 
become the incarnation of a god. If this does not ha ppen, the needs of 
the laity will at least insure that the form of the prophet's teaching which 
is most appropriate for them will survive by a process of selection. 

Thus, these two types of influences, viz., the power of prophetic 
charisma and the enduring' habits of the masses, influence the work of 
the priests in their systematization, though they tend to oppose one an
pther at many points. But even apart from the fact that prophets prac
tically always come out of lay groups or find their support in them, the 
laity is not composed of exclusively traditionalistic forces. The rationalism 
of lay circles is another social force with which the priesthood must take 
issue. Different social strata may be the bearers of this lay rationalism. 

NOTES 

I. See Christian Bartholomae, trans. and ed., D~ Gatha's des Awesta. wa
fhushtra's Vers'f'Tedi~ (Strassburg: Triibner, 1905), 130; SodaTen were the 
members of the £rst rank in Zoroastrianism; the second rank was I;onstituted by 
the knights, the third by the peasants. 
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2. On the Shudtas, cf. Weber, The Religion of India, ssff. 
3. In the Western church, the Nicene Creed was modjfied in the 9th cen

tury by the phrase "qui ex Patte Filioq1U procedit." Thus, belief was professed 
in the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost proceeding from both of them. This 
addition became the subject of II long controversy between the OrthodoJ( and the 
Western church. 

4 Hermann Oldenberg, Die: Religion tkr V Ma, 1894. 4th ed. 1923. (W) 

v 

The Religious Propensities of Peasantry, 

Nobility and Bourgeoisie1 

I. Peasant Religion and Its Ideological Glorifocation 

lbe lot of peasants is so strongly tied to nature, so dependent on 
organic processes and natural events, and economically so little oriented 
to rational systematization that in general the peasantry will become a 
carrier of religion only when it is threatened by enslavement or prole
taxianization, either by domestic forces (financial or seigneurial) or by 
some external political power. 

Ancient Israelite religiou~ history already manifested both major 
threats to the peasant class; first, pressures from foreign powers that 

~ threatened enslavement, and second, conflicts between peasants and. 
landed magnates (who in Antiquity resided in the cities). The oldest 
documents, particularly the Song of Deborah, reveal the typicaJ elements 
of the struggle of a peasant confederacy, comparable to that of the 
Aetolians, Samnites, and Swiss. Another point of similarity with the 
Swiss situation is that Palestine possessed the-geographical character of 
a land bridge, being situated on a great trade route which spanneC: the 
terrain from Egypt to the Euphrates. lbis facilitated early a money econ
omy and culture contacts. The Israelite confederacy directed its efforts 
against both the Philistines and the Canaanite land magnates who dwdt 
in the cities. These latter were knights who fought with iron chariots, 
"warriors trained from their very youth," as Goliath was described, who 
sought to enslave and render tributary the peasantry of the mountain 
slopes where milk and honey Rowed. 

It was a most significant constellation of historical factors that this 
struggle, as well as the social unification and the expansion of the 
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